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x -» σx = (a n x, b n x) ζZ a/z V b /z . Then by the induction hypothesis, x x /z = α/z V t 2 /z. This gives the exist-
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ence of a chain from s t through a to u of length l + p(6)-l+l, or p ( &) + 1.
By Lemma 3.6 of [3] > there is a chain from b to z of length at least p( Proof. The theorem is true when k = 0. Suppose it is true for all k less than the one in which we are interested. Then dp ι has dimension at least 2k-1, and aί 3 dp 1 .
If αί = u 9 we are through, so assume u 3 dp. Then there is a point s £ L with 5 (t dp 9 but s/z P 2 t/z for some t £ Cp. Hence there is a maximal element m such that m|s, m .j) dp. Since s £ C p9 we have mD a p~1' Therefore
Let b be the join of all points of L which are not in a p . All of these points are in Xp = Γ\Mp 9 where
(See proof of Lemma 3.5 of [ 3l ) Hence Xp^b and b n a p = z. The latter follows from the assumption dim (a p /z) = 2k 9 since, by Theorem 3.1 of [3] for any point q we would have q C dp if and only if q £ Cp On the other hand, it is shown, in the proof of Lemma 3.5 of [ 3l, that q £ Cp if and only if q (t Xp.
Since L is simple, there exists an x such that u > x y x i a , x \ b. Hence each a C L has an inverse image under the above mapping, and ^> v = L;
see [2] . This proves the following:
The structure of L is completely determined by the structure REMARK. From the nature of the proof it is seen that the above theorem will be true for any lattice each of whose elements is a join of points and the meet of maximal elements.
2. Lattices with maximal projectivities. In this section we shall study simple lattices of odd dimension in which there occurs a maximal projectivity. We shall show that these lattices are quite close to a direct union in the sense that their structure can be completely described in terms of sublattices. Throughout this section L will be a simple lattice of dimension 2n + 1, and p, q are two points in L such that p/z P q/ z requires 2ra + 2 transposes. Then we have:
THEOREM 2.1. If k < n, the following statements are true: 
where the L; are simple nontrivial quotient lattices, and y > 1. Now a n q~ / z and a p~ι /z are both simple; if they are in the same L/, we again contradict our maximal projectivity assumption. Hence they are in different components and we must have
By Theorem 1.2, (1) and (2). Suppose r > z, r C dp such that r / z P p /z requires 2& + 2 transposes. Now ζ p implies r C x k = a n q~k . Furthermore, r Cap = Xg~k implies r <£ C n q~h implies that r/zP q/ z requires 2n -2k + 2 transposes. The argument is symmetric in p and q, and this proves (3).
Suppose s > z and s/z P p/z requires 2n + 2 transposes. Then x% = a$ = s = a® -q, so there is at most one point q such that p/z P q/z requires 2n + 2 transposes. This shows that the r in the preceding paragraph, if it exists, is unique, and we have (4).
We are now in a position to characterize the maximal elements of L in terms of the structure of cip/z and a^ /z. When we know these maximal elements, we will know the structure of L, by Theorem 1.3. First we prove two useful lemmas. Hence α }> a p ι , and we must have dim {a p /a p~ι ) = 2.
COROLLARY. 77ιe following relation holds:
This follows by symmetry. Similarly, M = aj~k u α*" 1 .
Lemma 2.1, there is a chain from ap to u of length 2n -2k. Since L is >>y relatively complemented, it is easy to see that v exists such that u > v, v n aί -r u dp 1 , and there is a chain from r u a^~ 1 to v of length at least 2n -2/c.
There is an 5 £ C p such that 5 d dp Let %'be a relative complement of Λ: in alt/alί~ι. Suppose x'p r, and let x" be a relative complement of dp in u/x'. Since ap > x\ we can assume u > x". Now > x χ I T a n d α j " * > y t r .
But this implies x = x lf y = y ι , and ra =x u y.
Maximal elements when ap
Here as before we assume that 1 < k < n -1. (1) mD ap 9 a"~k > a^~k n m ^ a n q~k " 1 , or dually, and u = α^ u y.
